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It is conceivable that series of recurrent gravitational disturbances exist in the universe, each with its own epochal parameter, in addition to the one contemplated above. But hopefully this will not be true since it would complicate the problem of epochal classification.
5. Other Theories.-While the theory presented here is of the evolutionary type, it differs in its essential aspects from previous evolutionary theories, notably the original cosmological theory of Lemaitre6 and the later theory due to Gamow.7 It is moreover incompatible with the steady-state theories as formulated by Bondi and Gold8 and by Hoyle,9 although it does contain the possibility of the more or less continuous creation of particles by a mathematically substantiated process as mentioned in the Remark at the end of section 3. We predict that these steadystate and foregoing evolutionary theories of the universe will eventually be discarded since they obviously provide no basis for the explanation of the revolutionary discovery of the discretization in galactic structure. *Supported in part by the National Science Foundation through grant NSF GP 1679 to Indiana University.
8Lenattre, G., Ann. Soc. Sci. Bruxelles, 47A, 49 (1927) . 7 Gamow, G., Phys. Rev., 74, 505 (1948); Rev. Mod. Phys., 21, 367 (1949) . 8 Bondi, H., and T. Gold, Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc., 108, 252 (1948) . 9 Hoyle, F., .Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc., 108, 372 (1948); ibid., 109, 365 (1949 
and so, again lowering one index, and noting that e" -^1VK = VK2-1,
and eX/2 -P/2T1 = _,e/2 -X/2T4= -KVK2-1 (p + p). point, neutrinos will be increasingly deflected back into the dense core, where some form of "internal solution" holds, and will not actually escape until they succeed in acquiring a velocity that is nearly all radial. On both counts, therefore, it is unlikely that more than about half the total energy could get out, even in the form of neutrinos, in a really short time; but this first half, roughly, should not be seriously hampered on purely relativistic grounds.
Iben2 has shown, it is true, that if the final state is to be stable, there may be little or no energy available for an escaping flux at all; but the fact that no stable state is in prospect if the energy escapes will not in itself prevent it from escaping, and if a stage can in fact be reached where neutrinos are produced in sufficiently large numbers before the red shift, (v -vr)/v, has risen to 40 per cent or so, the collapse should proceed at something like the rate of free fall, always assuming, of course, that it is not held up by rotation, magnetic fields, etc. Under these circumstances, the mass of the flux itself (as opposed to the mass of the trapped radiation) may become considerable, and it will be necessary to modify (1). The modification will certainly involve a provision for a radiation-flux, observable even by a proper observer stationary in the matter itself, and we may allow at the same time for a possible anisotropy in the pressure (gas plus trapped radiation). We therefore assume that the energy-momentum tensor in proper coordinates can be written (11) to (15).
Since (10) applies, by definition, to an observer who feels no gravitational forces (and is momentarily at rest with respect to the local "matter"), the problem of relating its components to the physical quantities measurable by this observer is primarily a non-Relativistic one, or at most a problem involving only the Special Theory. It is, however, a very difficult one, for which no rigorous general solution has yet been found, and it is not the purpose of the present Note to attack it. Our purpose is primarily the restricted one of deriving from (10), as it stands, a more general tensor to replace (1) in Einstein's equations 1/2g9R -R" = 8rT"T; but before we proceed to this it may perhaps be appropriate to outline the major difficulties facing any real attack on the physical problem.
The most important of these, it seems likely, are bound up with the fact that any flux is incompatible with local thermodynamical equilibrium. In the classical theory of stellar interiors, where the temperature is sensibly constant over a distance of one atomic mean free path, it is of course an extremely good approximation to consider a "box" whose dimensions are small multiples of that length, and to define a (kinetic) temperature on the basis of the mean energy of any kind of atom in that box. It is ordinarily possible to do much the same for radiation also, and in that case the radiation is isotropic and "black," and its temperature is equal to the other; also, the two pressures then simply add to produce a "total pressure," and similarly with the two densities (though the actual density of the radiation is usually negligible). This "total pressure" is all really available for keeping the gas distended, and the necessary condition for this evidently is that compressing the matter (e.g., by a sound-wave, or a shock-wave) really will compress the radiation too. If, however, the absorption-coefficient becomes extremely small (as is likely if a collapse is to occur), a temperature-gradient which was insignificant in the "kinetic" work may now mean that radiation passing through the box in one direction is ccming from regions of very appreciably higher temperatures than that of the bcx, while radiation passing through in the opposite direction is coming from regions appreciably cooler; also (ex hypothesi) neither stream now interacts much with the atoms in the box. The pattern of atomic velocities can therefore still be almost Maxwellian, while the distribution of radiation is not nearly Planckian, nor even isotropic, and the temperature and total pressure cannot be defined in the usual ways. The conditions become somewhat like those in a photosphere, and to a certain extent the same kind of treatment may be appropriate. But the creation of neutrinos will intensify the difficulties. Their energies will in general be completely different from those of the atoms in the box; they may have been on their way (on curved null-geodesics passing repeatedly through the core of the star) for a time long enough to allow an appreciable collapse since their formation; and their "pressure" is almost totally useless for supporting the matter and resisting collapse.
Nonetheless, it would seem reasonable to claim that there must still in principle be a tensor to be equated to '/29gR -R' (which will force its divergence to vanish), and that it must (in principle) be capable of being rigorously evaluated even for the most violent stellar collapse; it also seems clear that its contravariant associate must reduce to the form (10) for an unaccelerated observer at rest in the local matter (baryons), under the symmetry conditions we have adopted (e.g., that the flux is in the same direction at all frequencies, that all directions perpendicular to this are equivalent, and so on), whatever the physical significance of the several components may be. We may perhaps suggest, tentatively, that pr and pt (which may indeed be identical) will include all of the gas-pressure, and such part of the radiation-neutrino pressure as would actually resist the compression of the (box of) gas under consideration (with the corollary that its components in the +x and -x directions, at any one x, are numerically equal); that f will include all of the fluxenergy, whether or not it interacts with matter, with the understanding that the product of f and the absorption coefficient (integrated over all "wavelengths") will contribute, along with the usual difference of Pr between opposite faces of the box, to the net forces acting on the matter there; and that p will include every kind of energy density. (It is clearly inadmissible to discuss the dynamics of stellar material on the basis of an "ideal" box whose walls would be impervious to neutrinos, y-rays, etc.; if the radiation cannot actually push the matter, it must not be "ideally" provided with a tool for doing so.) The difficulties seem to be primarily those of devising suitable equations of state, absorption coefficient, energy generation, etc., or of defining adequate quantities to use in them; to this extent they may be irrelevant to a purely relativistic transformation, and we shall not here discuss them any further. Since, however, Einstein's equations do in fact yield important conclusions about the star as a whole (for example, its total gravitational mass, at least in the static case), and imply important conditions of conservation and so on, it may even transpire that they can themselves be applied to infer, "in reverse" so to speak,-some of the physical significance of the invariants p, f, and p. We proceed, then, to derive the formal extensions of (1), and of (6) to (9), which follow from (10) in any case. The general tensor Tat may be obtained from (10) (15) (It will be remembered that in these equations the partial derivatives express relations between the initial and final coordinate systems, while the total derivatives are components of the velocity of the continuous matter in the final system.) Equation (15) has been derived here because it is a direct analogue of (1) whenever the radiation-flux is appreciable. It is, however, obviously a much less convenient equation than (1), and for the purpose of evaluating actual components of the tensor we may equally well omit it and proceed directly from (12).
We restrict ourselves now to the case of spherical symmetry, replacing xl, x2, X3, and X4 by r, 0, 45, and t, respectively; we also replace x', x2, x3, and X4 by xo, yo, zo and to. The surviving terms in the individual components of T"T are then (from (12) We now transform from this system to the final one. We have, in addition to (2),
and since these two systems are parallel in all four directions, we can equate the separate components, so that dxoo = eX/2 dr, dyoo = e/2 r d@, dzoo = e/'2 r sin 0 do, dtoo = e^/' dt; also, in this case, br/cxoo = dr/dxoo (and similarly for yoo, zoo, and too), so that br/8xoo = e-X/2,bI/ yoo = e"-1 /r, Irt6/1zoo = e -/2 /r sin 0, bt/ltoo = e . Further, again on account of the parallelism, br/8xo = c x (i.e., not summed), etc.; and since vo is measured in "unconstrained" lengths and times we have vo = e/2-/2v, where v = dr/dt, and so also Ko = K (see (5) 
f =KV/K2-1 (T1-T4) + -\ T1T.
Equations (34) to (37) differ from equations (6) to (9) only by the presence of the terms in f, and by the fact that Pr appears in T1, T1, and T , while Pt appears in T2 and T3; contrary to what (15) suggests, there is no component in which Pr and ptbothappear. Asintheflux-free case (1), TI + T = p -Pr, (i.e., T =-Pr -2pt + p), and it is also readily verified that T1 T4 -T1 T4 = f2 -PrP; (41) in fact, pt2(f2 -Pr p) is the determinant of Tr, and this determinant is thus invariant for transformations which preserve the spherical symmetry (at least in so far as these do not introduce a term in dr dt).
Our results for the mixed tensor are independent of the factor e" which appears in the "tangential" terms of the line-element (2); as in the static case, we may put ,u = 0 (i.e., "Schwarzschild") or u = X (i.e., "isotropic") or may adopt any other permissible function for u, and equations (33) to (41) are formally unaffected.
